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The recently solved structures of the protein elongation
factor complexes, EF-Tu–GDPNP–phenylalanyl-tRNA
and EF-Tu–Ts, complete the atomic profile of four EF-Tu
conformational states. As a set, the three-dimensional
structures suggest an atomic model for movement
during protein elongation and, by molecular mimicry
with EF-G, translocation as well.
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Elongation factors in ribosomal protein synthesis
The ribosomal machinery represents the most complex
system in the cell and has been a focus of study for three
decades. One of the central cycles in protein synthesis is
the elongation of the polypeptide chain using elongation
factors (EF). In bacteria, EF-Tu exists in the cytoplasm as
a complex with GDP. The protein is converted to an
active conformation by the exchange of GDP for GTP,
catalyzed by a second factor, EF-Ts. In the active form,
EF-Tu–GTP recognizes and binds all non-initiator tRNAs
to which the aminoacyl group at the 3′ end has already
been attached by the cognate tRNA synthetase. It is gen-
erally believed that EF-Tu transports the aminoacyl-
tRNA to the ribosome, interacting directly with compo-
nents of the ribosome to properly position the aminoacyl-
tRNA over the complementary codon in the mRNA. The
ribosome provides a site that catalyzes the hydrolysis of
GTP to GDP on EF-Tu before the cognate aminoacyl-
tRNA has time to dissociate. The GDP form of EF-Tu
has a lower affinity for the ribosome and is released into
the cytoplasm for repetition of the elongation cycle. In
recent years, the simplistic view of protein elongation has
been complicated by a more detailed understanding of
ribosomal events. The advances are admirably reviewed
by Yarus and Smith [1]. The fundamental EF-Tu cycle is
mimicked, not only by other translational protein factors
involved in initiation, translocation and termination, as
many aspects of the mechanism are shared by GTPase
proteins involved in cellular development and signal
transduction [2].
During the elongation cycle of bacterial protein synthesis,
EF-Tu forms four distinct cytoplasmic complexes: with
GDP, GTP, EF-Ts and aminoacyl-tRNA. In an effort to
improve our understanding of the atomic changes that
control the elongation cycle, each complex has been a
focus of crystallographic studies for the last 20 years.
However, because nature intended EF-Tu to be a flexible
molecule, the progress has been slow as a consequence of
the difficulty in obtaining suitable, stable crystals for X-ray
diffraction experiments. In 1985, a protease-modified form
of Escherichia coli EF-Tu–GDP was reported, revealing for
the first time the amino-acid sequence pattern involved in
guanine nucleotide binding [3,4]. The results allowed
other investigators to readily identify GTPase proteins
from DNA sequence data alone [5] and had a major
impact on the G-protein field [2,6]. In 1993, a switch in
bacterial sources, from E. coli to thermophilic sources,
allowed stabilization of the GTP complex form and suc-
cessful crystallographic analyses of Thermus thermophilus [7]
and Thermus aquaticus EF-Tu–GDPNP [8]. The results
revealed the dramatic conformational changes that occur
upon the exchange of GTP for GDP. Now, with the aid of
more powerful crystallographic tools, structural reports of
the remaining cytoplasmic complexes have appeared:
EF-Tu–GDPNP–phenylalanyl-tRNA at 2.7 Å resolution
by Nyborg and the Aarhus group [9] in Science and
EF-Tu–Ts at 2.5 Å resolution by Leberman and the
Grenoble group [10] in Nature. Both structures resolve
long-standing mysteries about the complex interactions
that have been the subject of numerous investigations
over the years. In addition, as with most new three-dimen-
sional (3D) structures, each reveals unanticipated results
that raise new questions in the search for a more detailed
understanding of ribosomal protein synthesis.
EF-Tu–GDPNP–phenylalanyl-tRNA structure
Of all the EF-Tu complexes, the EF-Tu–GTP–amino-
acyl-tRNA complex has been considered to be akin to the
Holy Grail, and its lofty reputation is well supported by
the surprises that the ternary complex structure reveals.
However, frequently overlooked is the difficulty of
solving the structure itself. Diffraction-quality crystals of
EF-Tu–GTP–aminoacyl-tRNA are difficult to obtain and
stabilize. The structural solution utilizes the most sophis-
ticated crystallographic techniques available: synchrotron
radiation, area detectors and flash freezing of crystals,
terms that are quickly becoming common jargon among all
scientists. However, not so evident to non-crystallogra-
phers is the formidable feat of solving a difficult phase
problem without the aid of heavy-atom derivatives. The
search molecules, EF-Tu–GDPNP and yeast tRNA repre-
sent only 20% and 7.7%, respectively, of the final complex
in the asymmetric unit, a problem thought unsolvable by
molecular replacement methods just several years ago.
The description of the crystallographic solution in Science
is breathtaking and is as noteworthy as the structural
results themselves.
The ternary complex reported by the Aarhus group repre-
sents a hybrid between Thermus aquaticus EF-Tu–GDPNP
and yeast phenylalanyl-tRNA (phe-tRNA). Although the
macromolecular components are not from the same
species, EF-Tu–GTP binds well to all aminoacyl-tRNAs,
suggesting that key intermolecular interactions are pre-
served. In their comprehensive presentation of the struc-
tural results, the Aarhus group answers all of the major
questions that have been investigated over the years. How
does EF-Tu–GTP bind to aminoacyl-tRNA? As illus-
trated in Figures 1 and 2, aminoacyl-tRNA makes contact
with all three domains of EF-Tu–GTP, principally in the
interdomain regions. Why does EF-Tu–GDP not bind
strongly to aminoacyl-tRNA? The major intermolecular
contact sites are not properly aligned to form an amino-
acyl-tRNA binding site on EF-Tu–GDP, primarily as a
consequence of the change in the relative orientation of
Domains 2 and 3 with respect to the guanine-nucleotide-
binding domain, Domain 1. Why does EF-Tu–GTP inter-
act more strongly with the aminoacylated form of tRNA?
Not only are there additional interactions with the
aminoacyl group, but the acylated form of tRNA has a dif-
ferent conformation than the unacylated form, leading to a
better fit. Why doesn’t EF-Tu–GTP recognize initiator
formylmethionine (fmet)-tRNA? The formyl group would
sterically prevent a key interaction between EF-Tu and
the unformylated aminoester linkage found in the non-
initiator tRNAs. 
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Figure 1
A comparative view of E. coli EF-Tu in four
complex states. The relative orientation of
each guanine-nucleotide-binding domain is
the same. (a) EF-Tu–GDP with EF-Tu
represented as a light blue ribbon diagram;
GDP, as a red stick model; and Mg2+ as a
gold space-filling representation. 
(b) EF-Tu–Ts with EF-Tu shown in blue and
EF-Ts in magenta. (The figure was reprinted
with permission from [10].) (c) EF-Tu–GTP
with EF-Tu is represented as a dark blue
ribbon diagram; GTP, as a light red stick
model; and Mg2+ as a gold space-filling
representation. The E. coli model of EF-Tu
was generated from the T. thermophilus 
EF-Tu–GTP coordinates [7] using the
program ‘O’ [39]. The amino-acid sequence
of the T. thermophilus model was mutated to
that of E. coli. The rotamer orientation of the
side chain was kept the same for invariant or
highly conserved residues. For non-conserved
residues, the lowest free energy conformation
of the rotamer was selected. Insertions in the
T. thermophilus sequence at residues 39,
181–190 and 261 were removed and the
loops rebuilt using the E. coli EF-Tu–GDP
atomic model. The potential energy of the
model was minimized with X-PLOR [40]. 
(d) EF-Tu–GTP–phenylalanyl-tRNA. The
format for EF-Tu–GTP is the same as in (c).
The tRNA stick model is shown in green and
the phenylalanyl group in pink. The ternary
complex model was constructed with ‘O’
using the interatomic contact information in
[9], the E. coli EF-Tu–GTP model described
in (c) and yeast tRNAphe coordinates of
Westhof and Sundaralingham [41]. The 
E. coli ternary complex model does not
account for conformational changes in phe-
tRNA and represents only an approximation of
the T. aquaticus/yeast hybrid
EF-Tu–GDPNP–phe-tRNA structure reported
by the Aarhus group [9].
The details of the ternary complex structure are fascinat-
ing, not only for the 3D model that emerges, but because
the literature is replete with attempts to elucidate the major
intermolecular interactions. As correctly delineated by solu-
tion studies with aminoacyl-tRNA, there are four regions 
of aminoacyl-tRNA that interact with EF-Tu–GTP: the
aminoacyl group; the 3′-ACCA acceptor stem and adjacent
helix; the 5′ end of the tRNA; and the T stem. In contrast
to these tRNA studies, few solution studies deduced the
correct interaction sites on EF-Tu. The only protein site
correctly deduced is that of a histidine in Domain 1, shown
by crosslinking e-bromolysyl-tRNA to His66 of E. coli
EF-Tu [11]. As the Aarhus group suggests, much of the
misleading data are probably a consequence of a greater
solution flexibility of EF-Tu than previously appreciated.
Over the years, structural studies of EF-Tu have elucidated
some features that proved to be correct, but all hypothetical
3D models proved to be incorrect in most features. The
present EF-Tu–GDPNP–phe-tRNA structure, not only
explains the selectivity mechanism for acylated tRNAs
during protein synthesis, but makes sense of most of the
vast amount of literature in the field.
The authors describe the overall shape of the ternary
complex as a ‘corkscrew’, with the EF-Tu and interacting
regions of phe-tRNA forming the handle and non-inter-
acting tRNA regions forming the screw. The phenylalanyl
group binds in a pocket formed between Domains 1 and 2
of EF-Tu, with the aromatic ring stacked on the side
chain of T. aquaticus His67. The pocket is large enough to
accommodate all naturally occurring amino acids. The
amino ester bond, unique to the acylated form of tRNA,
forms hydrogen bonds with EF-Tu main-chain atoms, an
interaction that would be prevented by the formylation
present in the initiator fmet-tRNA species. With the
exception of the terminal adenine which binds in a spe-
cific pocket, the 3′-ACCA stem interacts with EF-Tu pri-
marily through ionic interactions with the phosphate
groups. The single bases are oriented away from the
protein. The primary interactions with the acceptor-stem
helix lie at the interface of Domains 1 and 3 of EF-Tu and
include interactions with both the Effector I (residues
50–64) and II (residues 81–96) regions. These latter
regions undergo major conformational changes upon
guanine nucleotide exchange [7,8] and both are in contact
with the Mg2+ and g phosphate of GTP. The backbone of
one side of the T-stem helix makes contacts with Domain
3 of EF-Tu. All of the intermolecular interactions involve
conserved or invariant amino acids. Altogether, there are
surprisingly few contacts between the protein and phe-
tRNA. Moreover, there are few conformational differences
in either EF-Tu–GDPNP or phe-tRNA upon complex
formation and little to suggest that the difference in
species affects binding. In fact, the T. aquaticus/yeast
hybrid ternary complex structure is equally compatible
with a model of E. coli Tu–GTP shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2
A comparison of (a) T. aquaticus/yeast
EF-Tu–GDPNP-phe-tRNA [9] with 
(b) T. thermophilus EF-G–GDP [17]. In (a)
and (b) the guanine-nucleotide-binding
domains are shown in red and Domain 2 for
both EF-Tu and EF-G is shown in green.
Domain 3 of EF-Tu is shown in blue in (a) and
the mini domain that buds off from the
guanine-nucleotide-binding domain of EF-G is
shown in purple in (b). The phe-tRNA is
shown in pink in (a) and Domains 3, 4 and 5
of EF-G are shown in pink in (b).The tRNA is
represented as a ball-and-stick model to
illustrate the molecular mimicry with Domains
3, 4 and 5 of EF-G. (The figure was adapted
with permission from [9]. Copyright [1996],
American Association for the Advancement 
of Science.)
The copyright holder has not given
permission to reproduce this figure
in an electronic format
The ternary complex structure also holds two surprises
not anticipated by anyone. First, the ternary complex
forms a weak trimeric assembly, (EF-Tu–GDPNP)3(phe-
tRNA)3, in the crystals. Although some in vitro data are
compatible with the existence of a trimeric assembly in
solution [12], its presence and function in vivo remain to
be demonstrated. Nevertheless, the observation of a crys-
talline trimeric assembly will fuel the debate over the
physiologically relevant stoichiometry. In addition to the
classical 1:1 ratio in the ternary complex, an (EF-
Tu–GTP)(aminoacyl-tRNA)2 complex [13] and a penta-
meric (EF-Tu–GTP)2(aminoacyl-tRNA) complex [14] have
been proposed. In solution, the pentamer forms in the
presence of equimolar mixtures of purified EF-Tu–GTP
and aminoacyl-tRNA but a 2:1 excess of aminoacyl-tRNA
favors the classical ternary complex [15]. Interestingly,
both the ternary and the pentameric complex are func-
tional in placing acylated tRNA at the ribosomal aminoa-
cyl-tRNA-binding site (A site) in in vitro translational
assays. Which, if any, stoichiometry is preferred in vivo
remains to be demonstrated.
The second, even stunning surprise is that the overall
shape of the EF-Tu–GDPNP–phe-tRNA complex
mimics that of EF-G–GDP, as shown in Figure 2. EF-G is
a GTP-dependent elongation factor which catalyzes the
advance of the mRNA by one codon relative to the ribo-
some as well as the movement of the peptidyl-tRNA from
the A to the peptidyl (P) site. EF-G is composed of five
domains, the first two of which are structurally similar to
Domains 1 and 2 of EF-Tu–GTP [16,17]. The remaining
three domains of EF-G occupy the same relative location
as phe-tRNA in the ternary complex, with Domain 3 of
EF-G mimicking the shape of the acceptor stem; Domain
4, the anticodon helix; and Domain 5, the T stem. The
Aarhus group speculates that the molecular mimicry
between the EF-Tu–GDPNP–phe-tRNA complex and
EF-G–GDP implies that EF-Tu and EF-G share a
common binding site on the ribosome. There is consider-
able data to support their view, including evidence that
both factors interact with the a-sarcin loop of 23S RNA
[18,19] and that both map to similar locations on the ribo-
somal surface using immunostaining techniques [20–22].
As the Aarhus group points out, molecular mimicry may
also explain the puzzling observation that the GDP con-
formation of EF-G more closely resembles the GTP, not
GDP, conformation of EF-Tu. EF-G–GTP interacts with
the ribosome in its pre-translocational state, catalyzing the
transition of the ribosome to its post-translocational state.
EF-Tu–GTP–aminoacyl-tRNA drives the transition in
reverse, interacting with the ribosome in its post-transloca-
tional state and catalyzing the transition of the ribosome to
its pre-translocational state. Thus, EF-Tu–GTP–amino-
acyl-tRNA and EF-G–GDP both bind to the ribosome
when the A site is empty, although not simultaneously. If
the two elongation factors share a common ribosomal
binding site, then a similarity in molecular shape, as is
observed, would be required, despite the fact that RNA is
used in one structure and protein is used in another.
In addition to implications for a shared ribosomal binding
site for EF-Tu and EF-G, the molecular mimicry suggests
a unified and innovative model for initiation, elongation,
translocation and termination of the polypeptide chain
during protein synthesis. The Aarhus group presents four
inferences for protein synthesis that can be drawn 
from the molecular mimicry. First, the conformational
changes in EF-G accompanying GTP hydrolysis induce 
a ribosomal pocket that is capable of recognizing EF-
Tu–GTP–aminoacyl-tRNA. Second, if both EF-G–GTP
and EF-Tu–GTP are binding to approximately the same
site, then the GTPase center on the ribosome is the same
for both enzymes. Third, during the translocation process,
the fourth domain of EF-G, which mimics the anticodon
stem of tRNA, competes with peptidyl-tRNA for binding
to the translocation center on the ribosome. Fourth, the
Aarhus group speculates that the molecular mimicry
extends to initiation and release factors whose function
can be explained by the same GTPase center and a shared
ribosomal binding site. Unfortunately, the Aarhus group
does not extend their speculation to describe clearly how
the correlated binding pockets for EF-G and the ternary
complex might relate to the classical A site on the ribo-
some, leaving room for a range of interpretations. As a con-
sequence, Moore [23] has suggested that the central
weakness in the rather profound speculation is that EF-
G–GDP is not known to bind to the ribosome [24]; thus it
is difficult to imagine that EF-G–GDP could actually
compete with peptidyl-tRNA for a ribosomal binding site.
As an alternative explanation, Moore speculates that the
GTP states of both elongation factors stabilize a transition
state between the pre- and post-translocational states of
the ribosome. As discussed in the section ‘Implications of
molecular mimicry for ribosomal function’, we agree in
principle, but not in detail, with Moore’s conclusion. The
affinity, or lack thereof, of EF-G–GDP for the ribosome is
not relevant. The only relevant affinities are those of the
multiple structural transition states that precede the final
EF-G–GDP conformational state. We also agree with
Moore, albeit for different reasons discussed later, that the
conformational similarity of EF-G–GDP and EF-Tu–GTP
does not necessitate the converse. A similar conformation
for both EF-G–GTP and EF-Tu–GDP need not be and is
probably not the case.
EF-Tu–Ts structure
Unlike the EF-Tu–GDPNP–phe-tRNA complex, for
which crystals were difficult to grow, crystals of the
EF-Tu–Ts complex have been available for years [25].
Unfortunately, most crystals diffract poorly, with only a
few extending to high resolution. The crystal mystery was
finally solved by our laboratory with a novel approach that
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has important implications for many problematic macro-
molecular crystals [26]. Poorly diffracting crystals are con-
verted into ones which diffract to better than 2.5 Å by
slowly reducing the solvent content of the crystals by expo-
sure to a select mixture of low and high molecular weight
PEGs. With the crystal problem solved, the X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis of the EF-Tu–Ts complex became a more
routine structural problem, aided by synchrotron X–ray
sources and other recent developments in crystallography.
The Grenoble group presents a 3D structure of the
EF-Tu–Ts complex that reveals an elongated EF-Ts mol-
ecule, consisting of a central antiparallel b barrel, bounded
by mini a-helical domains. Although not detected in the
amino-acid sequence, the structure of EF-Ts appears to
have an internal pseudo-twofold symmetry. EF-Ts makes
contact with the guanine nucleotide side of Domain 1 and
the solvent-accessible tip of Domain 3 of EF-Tu (Fig. 1b).
The most significant contact appears to be the insertion of
a phenylalanine in the conserved TDFV sequence motif of
EF-Ts between two histidine side chains in Domain 1 of
EF-Tu. The phenylalanine insertion causes conformational
changes in the surrounding Effector II region, separating a
b strand, Strand 3, from a neighboring helix, Helix B, in
EF-Tu. Because the Effector II region contains amino
acids that organize the network of waters coordinating to
the Mg2+, the overall effect of the phenylalanine insertion
is to disrupt the Mg2+-binding site. As the Grenoble group
points out, it is well known that guanine nucleotides bind
much less strongly to EF-Tu in the absence of Mg2+. Thus,
they postulate that the disruption of the Mg2+ coordination
site is the basis for GDP release by EF-Ts. In addition 
to the alterations around the Mg2+ site, there are other
changes in EF-Tu, notably in the phosphate-binding loop
and in Helix D, that would contribute to the release; these
changes shift invariant residues away from the guanine
ring. The hypothesis is reasonable and lays the ground
work for asking whether other guanine-nucleotide-
exchange factors, such as the rhodopsin receptor which acts
on transducin, behave in a similar manner.
Like the EF-Tu–GDPNP–phe-tRNA complex, the classi-
cal stoichiometry of the EF-Tu–Ts complex is ques-
tioned. In the EF-Tu–Ts crystals, not only do the
investigators find an (EF-Tu–Ts)2 complex in the asym-
metric unit, but a very strong dimer interaction is observed
between two EF-Ts domains. They postulate that the
dimer may have functional relevance and note that EF-Ts
eucaryotic homologs are heterodimers. Although it is cur-
rently popular among crystallographers to deduce func-
tional relevance from crystal packing contacts, the
observations must be supported by independent biochem-
ical data. There is strong evidence for an (EF-Tu–Ts)2
complex among T. thermophilus, but not E. coli, elongation
factors [27–29]. The solution data for E. coli factors over-
whelmingly favors a monomeric EF-Tu–Ts complex in
solution. However, the equilibrium sedimentation and
gel-filtration measurements were made at more dilute con-
centrations than those used in growing crystals. What
happens under physiological conditions is difficult to
ascertain, but the 15-fold excess of EF-Tu over EF-Ts in
the cell [30] suggests that an elongation-factor complex
involving an EF-Ts dimer would be wasteful.
Although the EF-Tu–Ts structure reveals a plausible
mechanism for the release of GDP, there are many other
questions left unanswered. First and foremost, how does
GTP release EF-Ts? The explanation may be as simple as
a GTP-induced conformation of EF-Tu disrupts the
EF-Ts binding site. However, in T. thermophilus in the
absence of Mg2+, both GDP and GTP are known to form a
ternary complex with EF-Tu–Ts, binding with nearly
equivalent affinities [29]. In E. coli, kinetic studies are con-
sistent with a substituted enzyme pathway, in which both
EF-Tu–Ts–GDP and EF-Tu–Ts–GTP are postulated
intermediates in EF-Ts-catalyzed guanine nucleotide
exchange [31]. It is not known whether the conformation
of EF-Tu in the EF-Tu–Ts complex is the same or differ-
ent in the presence of guanine nucleotides. The answer to
EF-Ts release by GTP may partially lie with the Mg2+, at
least during in vitro guanine-nucleotide exchange. In the
GTP form, the g phosphate coordinates Mg2+ whereas the
analogous ligand is water in the GDP form. Perhaps the
g phosphate interaction provides additional energy which
favors the rebinding of Mg2+ to EF-Tu and subsequent
dissociation of EF-Ts. Some experiments also suggest that
EF-Ts may not necessarily dissociate from EF-Tu upon
complex formation with GTP, but only after GTP is
hydrolyzed to GDP by the ribosome [32,33].
Another major question, not addressed by the Grenoble
group, asks what the EF-Tu–Ts structure reveals about its
function in Qb replicase. The EF-Tu–Ts complex repre-
sents two of four subunits of the Qb replicase complex
formed when the RNA phage Qb infects E. coli cells [34].
The role of EF-Tu–Ts in Qb is entirely different from
that in protein synthesis. EF-Tu–Ts apparently recog-
nizes a guanine-rich RNA-initiation site and subsequently
dissociates from the replicase complex during RNA elon-
gation. Several studies have shown that neither the
guanine-nucleotide- nor the aminoacyl-tRNA-binding site
on EF-Tu are used during Qb replicase function [34,35].
Does the EF-Tu–Ts structure reveal an alternative
RNA-binding site, possibly one that also serves as an
rRNA binding site during protein synthesis? Without the
atomic coordinates of EF-Tu–Ts, it is not possible to
speculate herein upon the location of such a site.
A final point raised by the EF-Tu–Ts structure, but not
addressed by the Grenoble group, is the feasibility of
forming an EF-Tu–GTP–Ts–aminoacyl-tRNA complex.
Given the same relative orientation of EF-Tu in each of
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its complexed states, Figure 1 illustrates that the EF-Tu
binding sites for EF-Ts and for aminoacyl-tRNA are not
mutually exclusive. Moreover, were such a complex to
form, it is likely that the a-helical domain responsible for
EF-Ts dimerization in the crystalline lattice, would inter-
act with the aminoacyl-tRNA instead. That such a
tetrameric complex could form was first demonstrated in
1980. Cole and colleagues found that EF-Tu–GTP,
crosslinked to e-bromolysyl-tRNA, functions normally
with its EF-Ts cofactor in the Qb replicase complex 
[35]. In 1991, Schwartzbach and Spremuli showed that 
the tetrameric complex may be physiologically relevant 
in animal mitochondrial cells [32]. They observed that
EF-Ts remains associated with the EF-Tu–GTP during
complex formation with aminoacyl-tRNA and does not
dissociate until GTP hydrolysis occurs on the ribosome.
Bubenenko and colleagues extended the studies to bacte-
rial elongation factors and found similar results [33].
Unfortunately, as shown by the stoichiometry debates for
EF-Tu–GTP–phe-tRNA and EF-Tu–Ts complexes,
various complexes can be formed under in vitro condi-
tions. The important question is what form exists 
in vivo. There are considerable arguments against an
EF-Tu–GTP–aminoacyl-tRNA–Ts complex in every
round of protein elongation in vivo; nevertheless, it is not
difficult to imagine that EF-Ts may occasionally accom-
pany the ternary complex to the ribosome in response to
abnormal cellular events. Unfortunately, not even elegant
3D structures can answer such questions.
Conformational changes in EF-Tu
Using the same orientation of the guanine-nucleotide-
binding domain, the four EF-Tu cytoplasmic complexes
are compared in Figure 1 to illustrate the gross conforma-
tional differences. EF-Tu–GTP has a relatively closed
conformation, which opens up upon hydrolysis to
EF-Tu–GDP. The GTP state is like a compressed spring
that pops open when a latch is released. In EF-Tu–GTP,
the molecular latch is the g phosphate group. In other
words, the conformational changes in EF-Tu represent a
molecular mechanism to convert the chemical energy of
GTP hydrolysis into mechanical energy, the latter of which
is used in promoting movement of tRNA onto different
sites of the ribosome. In EF-G, the putative relaxation of
the GTP conformation upon hydrolysis is likely to provide
mechanical energy for translocation. However, unlike a
compressed spring which propels itself in random direc-
tions upon opening, the mechanical energy of the GTP to
GDP opening of elongation factors is highly directed by
interactions with the ribosome. The open spring or end
product, that is, the GDP state, need not have any measur-
able affinity for the ribosome because its function is to
release. What is critical is that the multiple transient inter-
mediate conformational states, prior to release of the final
GDP state, have a high affinity for the ribosome. Such
states have not been observed, in part because they have
not been predicted and, in part, because the technology for
measuring their fleeting existence is not available. Such
intermediate states might be trapped by carefully selected
site-specific mutants or perhaps are already trapped, but
not recognized as such, by elongation-factor-specific
antibiotic complexes. Given the analogy with a spring, it is
easier to understand the function of a guanine-nucleotide-
exchange factor, such as EF-Ts. Because the structural
changes and corresponding energetic differences in EF-Tu
are so large, a guanine-nucleotide-exchange factor is
required to compress the open EF-Tu–GDP conformation
into the closed GTP state. Apparently, EF-G does not
require a guanine-nucleotide-exchange factor, implying
that the energetic and possibly the structural differences
between the GTP and GDP states of EF-G are not as large
as those for EF-Tu.
To understand the atomic basis for the molecular spring,
one must consider the structural changes that occur in
EF-Tu upon substitution of GTP for GDP — a difference
of a single phosphate group carrying one additional nega-
tive charge. A comparison reveals that the structural
changes occur as a consequence of the negative charge
rather than any steric effects. EF-Tu can easily accommo-
date either GDP or GTP in the binding site without
causing a steric clash by the g phosphate group. However,
the extra negative charge has dramatic structural conse-
quences. In EF-Tu–GTP, the g phosphate is neutralized
by three interactions: with the Mg2+; with an amide group
of Gly83, the invariant glycine in the Asp–2X–Gly pattern
found in the Effector II loop of all GTPase proteins [6];
and with the amide group of Thr61, the semi-invariant
threonine in the Effector I loop [7,8]. When GTP is
hydrolyzed, releasing the g phosphate group, two waters
enter and fill the void left by g phosphate oxygens. Water
is not charged and carries two hydrogens. In replacing a
g phosphate oxygen, one water coordinates to the Mg2+, but
less tightly, causing the Mg2+ position to shift slightly with
respect to that in the GTP form. A hydrogen from the
same water also repels the hydrogen from the amide group
of Gly83 and forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl
oxygen of Pro82. The latter change occurs by a rotation of
the f and c angles of Gly83, which in turn causes a flip in
the peptide bond between Pro82 and Gly83. A hydrogen
on a second water repels the amide group of Thr61. More-
over, the new orientation of the Pro82 oxygen creates 
a steric clash with the amino acid adjacent to Thr61. The
potential clashes are alleviated by bond rotations in the
Effector I loop, causing a 17 Å displacement in Thr61 for
reasons, as yet, not completely understood. Similar atomic
changes occur in other GTPase proteins in response to the
departure of the g phosphate group, but the precise
changes are dictated by the local amino-acid environment.
The relatively minor adjustments in EF-Tu that accom-
modate the replacement of a negatively-charged group
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with neutral waters, in turn, cause additional readjust-
ments in the rest of the structure that are propagated long
range, similar to a domino effect. Interestingly, the extra
negative charge, introduced by the g phosphate of GTP,
is not neutralized by a single electrostatic interaction that
is effected by a rotamer change in a positively-charged
side chain. By using several weaker interactions to dis-
perse the negative charge, the allosteric response of
EF-Tu is propagated along several structural segments
simultaneously and thus effects conformational changes
in multiple directions. The most visible change involves
the helix which follows the Effector II loop, Helix B.
This helix unwinds and shifts laterally, changing the rela-
tive orientation of its axis. One side of Helix B interacts
closely with Domain 3 and therefore the relative orienta-
tion of Domain 3 must shift to accommodate the move-
ments in Helix B. Similarly, the movement of Domain 3
and the loop following Helix B cause a change in the rela-
tive position of Domain 2. As shown in Figure 1, the gross
differences between EF-Tu–GTP and EF-Tu–GDP
represent a large change in the relative orientation of
Domains 2 and 3 with respect to the guanine nucleotide-
binding domain. The conformation of EF-Tu in the
EF-Tu–Ts complex represents an intermediate structure
between the GDP and the GTP states, but one that is
closer to the GDP conformation. However, as already dis-
cussed, there is evidence that EF-Tu–Ts also forms tran-
sient ternary complexes with GDP and with GTP but it is
not known whether the EF-Tu conformation is the same
as that in the EF-Tu–Ts complex or represents yet two
more additional conformational states of EF-Tu. Unlike
the EF-Tu–Ts complex, there is very little change in the
conformation of EF-Tu–GTP in the presence or absence
of aminoacyl-tRNA.
The GTP to GDP changes in EF-Tu are qualitatively
similar to that described for ras p21 [36], but are consider-
ably different in atomic detail. For example, in ras p21 the
empty g phosphate site is filled by a b carbon of the
alanine preceding the invariant glycine, Gly60, not a water
molecule as in EF-Tu. Although the amide group of
Gly60 in ras p21 is also reoriented by changes in its f and
c angles, the subsequent effect upon the rest of the struc-
ture is considerably different due to the fact that a flexible
alanine, not a more rigid proline, precedes the invariant
glycine in ras p21. Thus, although the GDP and GTP con-
tacts among the invariant amino acids are identical in
every GTPase protein, the contacts that the latter amino
acids make with the rest of the structure will be altered by
the local sequence environment. These intramolecular
contacts, in turn, determine the resulting structural
changes unique to each GTPase. However, as a conse-
quence of the proximity of a helix adjacent to the Effector
II region, the structural changes in most GTPases are
likely to involve a winding or an unwinding of the helix
that is analogous to Helix B in EF-Tu.
Implications of molecular mimicry for ribosomal function
The Aarhus group clearly states that the molecular mimicry
between EF-Tu–GDPNP–phe-tRNA and EF-G–GDP
implies that the two complexes share a common binding
site on the ribosome, but unfortunately does not extend
the speculation to clearly describe how the mimicry relates
to the classical A site of the ribosome. Because the implica-
tions of the molecular mimicry are so profound for riboso-
mal function, we believe it is important to delineate the
implications for all readers, at the risk of oversimplifying or
erring in some minor hypothetical detail. We would like to
illustrate and describe our view of ribosomal elongation
and translocation. We do not know if our model corre-
sponds to that intended, but unstated, by the Aarhus
group, but we believe our model, shown in Figure 3, is con-
sistent with the Aarhus findings as well as many other
studies of the ribosome, reviewed by Yarus and Smith [1].
In order for elongation to occur, the P site is filled with a
tRNA carrying the growing polypeptide chain (Fig. 3a).
EF-Tu–GTP, in the presence or absence of EF-Ts or a
second copy of EF-Tu, places the aminoacyl-tRNA on the
ribosome, in a way that supports base-pairing if there is a
codon–anticodon match with the mRNA in the A site of
the 30S subunit (Fig. 3b). If there is not a cognate inter-
action, the ternary complex dissociates. If a cognate inter-
action occurs, the ternary complex remains associated with
the ribosome long enough for GTP hydrolysis to occur.
Before GTP hydrolysis, the elongation factor interacts with
the 50S subunit at the EF-Tu (T) site, near the GTPase
center of the ribosome. GTP hydrolysis by the ribosome
initiates a cascade of structural changes on EF-Tu, starting
with the dissociation of the g phosphate group. Just as the
EF-Tu structure must adjust to the changing atomic envi-
ronment around the g phosphate site, the ribosomal con-
tacts with EF-Tu must also make rapid adjustments.
Eventually the conformational changes on EF-Tu become
so large that the ribosome can no longer adjust and
EF-Tu–GDP (or a complex of multiple elongation factors)
is released from ribosome. The chemical energy of GTP
hydrolysis is converted into mechanical energy via the con-
formational changes in EF-Tu, like a compressed spring
popping open. The mechanical energy causes a pivoting
motion about the strongest ribosomal interaction which is
most likely to be the cognate codon–anticodon interaction
between the mRNA and tRNA (Fig. 3b). We postulate
that a pivoting motion (rotational and/or translational)
about the codon–anticodon interaction moves the aminoa-
cyl end of tRNA into the classical A site on the 50S
subunit. Our modelling studies have demonstrated that a
GTP to GDP conformational change on EF-Tu can move
the aminoacyl-binding site on Domain 2 by up to 20 Å.
The hinge region is unlikely to reside at the interaction
site between EF-Tu and the 50S subunit because a con-
formational change in EF-Tu could move the anticodon
tip of aminoacyl-tRNA by as much as 90 Å!
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As indicated in Figure 3c, an EF-Tu–GDP complex with
the ribosome is transient. After EF-Tu–GDP dissociation,
(Fig. 3d) peptidyl transfer occurs. During this process, at
least two events are known to take place. First, a peptide
bond is made between the aminoacyl group in the A site
and the peptidyl group in the P site, with the final product
being transferred to the tRNA in the A site. Secondly, a
movement occurs such that the tRNAs form hybrid inter-
actions with the ribosome: between the 50S E site and the
30S P site for the unacylated tRNA and between the 50S
P site and the 30S A site for the elongated peptidyl-tRNA
(Fig. 3e). It is not known whether the 50S subunit moves
relative to the 30S subunit or whether the tRNAs move
relative to the ribosome. We have chosen to illustrate the
latter hypothesis in Figure 3f, because tRNA interactions
with the ribosome appear to be more flexible than the
subunit interactions. Furthermore, the source of energy
for such a movement is not known. It is possible that a
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Figure 3
A schematic of one elongation and translocation cycle in procaryotic
ribosomal protein synthesis. The E, P, A and T sites on the 50S
subunit and the P and A sites on the 30S subunit are represented by a
letter within a circle. Each mRNA triplet or codon is represented by a
box. For clarity, the mRNA is shown in the middle of the 30S subunit,
but the diagram is not meant to imply the absolute location of the
mRNA. Cognate tRNAs are illustrated in the same color as the codon.
(a) Post-translocational state of ribosome with peptidyl-tRNA in
classical P site and deacylated tRNA in E site. (b) Binding of
EF-Tu–GTP–aminoacyl-tRNA to A/T (30S/50S) hybrid state.
EF-Tu–GTP is symbolized by a circle with blue hatching and the
aminoacyl-tRNA by a green parallelogram. The possible binding of an
additional EF-Tu or EF-Ts is represented by an oval with an internal?.
The gray dotted arrow symbolizes the pivotal motion which
accompanies the GTP to GDP conformational change in EF-Tu,
moving the aminoacyl end of tRNA into the A site on the 50S subunit.
(c) Binding of EF-Tu–GTP–aminoacyl-tRNA to the classical A site
following ribosomal-catalyzed GTP hydrolysis. The ribosomal
association of EF-Tu–GDP or its complex with another elongation
factor is transient following GTP hydrolysis. (d) Binding of peptidyl-
tRNA and aminoacyl-tRNA in classical P and A sites. 
(e) Pre-translocational state. The diagram symbolizes the movement
that occurs during peptidyl transfer as a ‘waggle’ movement of the
tRNAs, facilitating binding to E/P and P/A hybrid states. (f) Binding of
EF-G–GTP to the pre-translocational state of the ribosome.
EF-G–GTP binds near the original EF-Tu–GTP or T site in the 50S
subunit. The gray dotted arrow symbolizes the pivotal motion which
accompanies the putative GTP to GDP conformational change in
EF-G, moving the putative Domain 4 tip–mRNA triplet interaction, as
well as the rest of the mRNA, relative to the ribosome. (g) Binding of
deacylated tRNA, and peptidyl-tRNA in the classical E and P sites.
EF-G–GDP may or may not remain transiently associated with the
ribosome following GTP hydrolysis. The dotted horizontal line
separating (g) from (a) indicates that the elongation cycle starts again,
with the E site and P site tRNAs illustrated in (a), but with the
polypeptide chain elongated by one amino acid.
second EF-Tu–GTP, in the absence of another macro-
molecule, binds to the T site and its subsequent hydroly-
sis contributes the necessary energy for the movement.
The participation of two EF-Tu–GTPs in peptide elonga-
tion has been controversial [14,15,37]. If physiologically
relevant, the function of the second GTP hydrolysis has
yet to be determined.
After peptidyl transfer, EF-G–GTP binds to the 50S
subunit, in close proximity to the ribosomal GTPase
center and overlapping the EF-Tu–GTP binding site
(Fig. 3g). Given the molecular mimicry between aminoa-
cyl-tRNA and Domains 3, 4 and 5 of EF-G, we agree with
the Aarhus speculation that the tip of Domain 4 of EF-G
mimics the anticodon stem of aminoacyl-tRNA. It is
known that His573, analogous to a unique, modified histi-
dine required for successful translocation in eucaryotes
[38], is located at the tip of Domain 4 of EF-G [17]. We
envisage that the tip of Domain 4, possibly including 
this modified histidine, interacts with the mRNA triplet
adjacent to the 3′ end of the codon in the 30S A site.
During EF-G–GTP hydrolysis, we anticipate that EF-G,
like other GTPase proteins, undergoes a conformational
change in response to the loss of the g phosphate group.
Until the structure of EF-G–GTP is determined, we can
only speculate upon the nature of the conformational
change. We doubt that EF-G–GTP resembles the
EF-Tu–GDP conformation but rather suspect that
EF-G–GTP has a more closed conformation than the
known conformation of EF-G–GDP. If so, the hydrolysis
of EF-G–GTP is analogous to releasing a compressed
spring, with the liberated energy being used for transloca-
tion. Although the atomic details of the conformational
changes accompanying GTP hydrolysis are dependent
upon the local amino-acid environment, we hypothesize
that one effect will be the alteration in the orientation of
the guanine-nucleotide-binding domain relative to
Domains 3, 4 and 5 of EF-G. The overall effect would be
to rotate and/or translate the position of the tip of
Domain 4 tip relative to the guanine-nucleotide-binding
domain. Such a conformational change should be suffi-
cient to translocate the Domain 4 tip–mRNA triplet pair
into the 30S A site and, simultaneously, the A site codon
into the 30S P site; in other words, to translocate the
mRNA by one codon relative to the ribosome (Fig. 3h).
Movement of the region of interaction between the
Domain 4 tip and the corresponding codon is likely to
occur by a pivoting motion about the most stable ribosomal
interaction. The latter interaction is likely to lie in Domain
1 or 2 in EF-G, in contrast to EF-Tu–GTP–aminoacyl-
tRNA in which we postulate that the pivot region is at the
codon–anticodon site. Because the pivot region is likely to
be different for EF-G, much smaller conformational
changes than observed in EF-Tu are needed to effect a
relative motion of 10 to 30 Å of the Domain 4 tip relative
to the guanine-nucleotide-binding site of EF-G.
As the g phosphate is released from EF-G, the cascade of
structural readjustments on EF-G is accompanied by
allosteric changes on the ribosome. When EF-G–GDP
reaches its final conformational state and dissociates from
the ribosome, the appearance of the post-translocational
EF-G site approximates the binding site of EF-Tu–GTP–
aminoacyl-tRNA. In this way, EF-G–GDP helps to pre-
form an A site for EF-Tu–GTP–aminoacyl-tRNA, without
actually having a measurable affinity for the ribosome.
Summary
The static 3D structures of two elongation factor Tu com-
plexes, EF-Tu–GDPNP–phe-tRNA and EF-Tu–Ts, rep-
resent a significant advance towards understanding the
dynamic ribosomal machinery. The EF-Tu complex
structures not only resolve conflicting biochemical data of
the last three decades, but provide an atomic framework
to formulate new hypotheses regarding the details of 
the ribosomal elongation cycle. Most significantly, the
unexpected molecular mimicry observed between
EF-Tu–GDPNP–phe-tRNA and EF-G–GDP has far-
ranging implications that will keep experimentalists busy
into the next century. The mimicry suggests a unifying
mechanism among the four GTP-dependent processes of
initiation, elongation, translocation and termination. In the
complicated world of the ribosome, any simplification is
most welcome.
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